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Abstract
Distances between data points are widely
used in machine learning. Yet, when corrupted by noise, these distances—and thus
the models based upon them—may lose their
usefulness in high dimensions. Indeed, the
small marginal effects of the noise may then
accumulate quickly, shifting empirical closest
and furthest neighbors away from the ground
truth. In this paper, we exactly characterize
such effects in noisy high-dimensional data
using an asymptotic probabilistic expression.
Furthermore, while it has previously been
argued that neighborhood queries become
meaningless and unstable when distance concentration occurs, meaning that there is a
poor relative discrimination between the furthest and closest neighbors in the data, we
conclude that this is not necessarily the case
when we decompose the data in a ground
truth—which we aim to recover—and noise
component. More specifically, we derive that
under particular conditions, empirical neighborhood relations affected by noise are still
likely to be truthful even when distance concentration occurs. We include thorough empirical verification of our results, as well as
interesting experiments in which our derived
phase shift where neighbors become random
or not turns out to be identical to the phase
shift where common dimensionality reduction methods perform poorly or well for recovering low-dimensional reconstructions of
high-dimensional data with dense noise.
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Introduction

Motivation The curse of dimensionality encompasses various phenomena that occur in highdimensional data, which complicate their analysis [Indyk and Motwani, 1998, Beyer et al., 1999, Aggarwal
et al., 2001, Verleysen and François, 2005, Kuo and
Sloan, 2005, Radovanović et al., 2009]. In the particular case of distance functions such as Euclidean,
there tends to be little difference in the distances between different pairs of points. This phenomenon is
known as distance concentration, and impedes learning
and inference from the data through (local and global)
neighborhood-based approaches. “In other words, virtually every data point is then as good as any other,
and slight perturbations to the query point would result in another data point being chosen as the nearest
neighbor” [Beyer et al., 1999]. Therefore, distance concentration in data is commonly regarded as indicative
for the distances between points to be meaningless and
the empirical neighborhood relations to be unstable.
In this paper, we propose an entirely different view on
when distances remain meaningful in high-dimensional
data. We assume the common practical case that the
observed data is composed of a ground truth component X, and a dense noise component N . By ‘dense’
noise, we mean that every single entry of X is likely
corrupted by a small nonzero noise value. We regard
distances as meaningful when the (closest, furthest, knearest, . . . ) neighborhood relations derived from the
observed data X + N likely coincide with those that
would have been obtained from X, and thus, are informative for the ground truth model underlying the
data. Given that noise is unavoidable in many real
world data due to practical problems in the collection and preparation processes [Zhu and Wu, 2004],
we argue that this is a highly natural way to characterize meaningfulness of distances in such data. For
example, biological data such as single cell sequencing data [Zhang et al., 2021] is inherently noisy, due
to the imprecise nature of biological experiments [Li-
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bralon et al., 2009, Vandaele et al., 2021]. Other highdimensional examples include noisy images [Buades
et al., 2005], climate time series [Ertöz et al., 2003],
and neuron activity data [Friedman et al., 2015].
While noise may contribute little to individual dimensions, its overall contribution can be especially harmful
to learning from the data when it is high-dimensional.
When the data dimensionality grows, and the signal,
in this paper: the difference between ground truth distances in neighborhood queries, cannot cope with the
dense noise that is accumulated at the same time, the
data will lose its discriminative power for inferring the
ground truth. This is formally explored in this paper.
Furthermore, dimensionality reduction methods are
commonly used to alleviate the effect of noise on highdimensional data, to facilitate learning. See for example Figure 1, where the distances are much more useful
for (topological) inference from a biological cell trajectory data after a PCA projection. Dimensionality
reductions are also used to obtain more meaningful distances in applications such as spectral clustering [Liu
and Han, 2004], and even prior to other embedding
methods such as t-SNE [Van der Maaten and Hinton,
2008]. This suggests the need of a formal exploration
of how dimensionality reductions themselves are susceptible to noise in high dimensions, which we provide
in this paper. While we only study this empirically
for a synthetic example within the limited scope of
this paper, the fact that our derived phase shift where
neighbors become non-random is identical to the phase
shift where common dimensionality reductions methods start performing well, encourages further theoretical and methodological research into this subject.
Note that we will not introduce any novel algorithms in
this paper. Yet, we do present and validate novel theoretical results about learning from high-dimensional
point cloud data. These results complement previous
work on distance concentration, and add to the understanding of counter-intuitive phenomena of highdimensional data. We argue that such improved understanding is imperative for the design of better computational methods for the analysis of such data.

Related work It is well-known that many distance
measures lose their usefulness for discriminating between neighbors in high-dimensional data. This phenomenon, generally known as distance concentration,
has been studied extensively on both a theoretical and
experimental level [Beyer et al., 1999, Aggarwal et al.,
2001, Durrant and Kabán, 2009, Kabán, 2012, Giannella, 2021]. Its occurrence in data is widely perceived
as an indicator that distances between observations are
meaningless and neighborhood queries are unstable.

Figure 1: 5NN graphs (edges in black) of a real bifurcating biological cell trajectory (gene expression) data
set X + N ⊆ R1770 consisting of four cell groups [Cannoodt et al., 2018, Saelens et al., 2019, Vandaele et al.,
2020]. Each dimension corresponds to the expression
of a particular gene, and the coloring of each point
(cell) corresponds to its cell group. The 5NN graphs
are visualized through a 2-dimensional PCA embedding of X +N . (Left) The edges of the 5NN graph are
obtained directly from the distances between the highdimensional points. (Right) The edges of the 5NN
graph are obtained from the 2-dimensional PCA embedding. The possible placement of points is much
more constrained in the 2-dimensional plane. This reduces unwanted behavior caused by high-dimensional
noisy distances which impedes trajectory inference,
such as interconnections between different branches.
The resulting lower-dimensional representation will be
more effective for learning the bifurcating model, as
common in trajectory inference [Saelens et al., 2019].
However, we argue that for the abundance of real word
data with noise, distances are meaningful when they
are informative for the ground truth is a natural point
of view. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,
a formal probabilistic analysis of such characterization is lacking, as even extensive studies on the behavior of distances and neighbors in high-dimensional
data [Angiulli, 2017] do not include an analysis that
explicitly separates the ground truth from the noise
component. By maintaining this strategy in this paper
however, we make important conclusions that add to
the understanding of high-dimensional data. These include that our proposed view on meaningful distances
cannot be characterized through distance concentration, and that neighborhood relations may still remain
truthful even when distances are dominated by noise.
Contributions
• We provide a probabilistic quantification of the
effect of high-dimensional noise on neighboring
relations, deriving conditions under which these
relations either become highly random or nonrandom, independent of the magnitude of noise
(Theorem 2.1 & Corollary 2.3).
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• We provide thorough empirical verification of our
theoretical results, and show that our novel yet
natural view on meaningful distances is different
from distance concentration (Section 3.1).
• We use hyperharmonic series (Example 2.5) to develop experiments that directly link the performance of dimensionality reductions to the randomness of neighborhood relations (Section 3.2).
• We conclude on how our work provides better understanding of learning from noisy highdimensional point cloud data (Section 4).

2

Quantifying the effect of noise on
high-dimensional neighbors

In the first part of this section (Section 2.1), we provide
a probabilistic quantification of the effect of noise on
the absolute discrimination between high-dimensional
neighbors (Theorem 2.1), and use this to deduce conditions under which empirical neighbors become either
highly random or highly effective (Corollary 2.3). In
particular, it will follow that these conditions are independent of the magnitude of noise in the dimensions.
While we commence the analysis assuming we have
three fixed points x, y, z ∈ X in a given ground truth
data set X, in Section 2.2 we also discuss how our
obtained results can be used to derive more general
results for X, such as Theorem 2.6.
2.1

When neighbors become (non-)random:
a case study for three points

theless, many common random noise distributions
such as uniform and normal, are symmetric.
The following result should be interpreted as follows.
We are given a query point x from a ground truth
data set X, and two candidate neighbors y and z of
x. We want a formula expressing how likely neighborhood relations between x, y, and z, such as ‘x is closer
to y than to z’, are preserved after introducing additive noise N , i.e., we observe X + N rather than X.
This formula should be asymptotically valid, i.e., for
a sufficiently high dimensionality d of X. Intuitively,
the resulting probabilities will be in terms of the true
distances kx − yk and kx − zk, and noise characteristics, here σ 2 and µ04 . Indeed, when there is not much
difference between kx − yk and kx − zk (the signal),
or when σ 2 and µ04 are large, we expect it to be more
difficult to preserve neighborhood relations. The following formula will then be used to derive subsequent
insightful results in the rest of this paper.
Theorem 2.1. Let x = x1 , x2 , . . ., y = y1 , y2 , . . .
and z = z1 , z2 , . . . be three sequences of real numbers. Let nx = nx1 , nx2 , . . ., ny = ny1 , ny2 , . . ., and
nz = nz1 , nz2 , . . . be three sequences of jointly i.i.d.
symmetric continuous random variables with variance
σ 2 and finite 4th moment µ04 . For a sequence s, denote
s(d) for the vector composed from its first d elements
in order. Finally, let
o
n
, x(d) − z (d)
.
∆∞ (d) := max x(d) − y (d)
∞

lim

Our setting in this section will be as follows.
• We are given three sequences (which are to be
interpreted as vectors) x = x1 , x2 ,. . . , y =
y1 , y2 , . . ., and z = z1 , z2 , . . .. These correspond
to the ground truth—and thus in practice—nonobserved points. For d ∈ N∗ , xd equals the information captured by the d-th dimension of x
(analogous for y, z). In the case that the model
is explained by a finite number of dimensions, we
can still regard x, y, z as infinite sequences by letting xd = yd = zd for irrelevant dimensions d.
• Rather than observing the vectors x, y, and z, we
observe x + nx , y + ny , and z + nz . Here, nx is a
realization of a sequence of random noise variables
nx = nx1 , nx2 , . . . (analogous S
for y, z). We will assume the random variables d∈N∗ {nxd , nyd , nzd }
to be i.i.d, have finite fourth moment µ04 (measuring the heaviness of the tail of the noise distribution), and be symmetric. While the former two
assumptions will be required by our analysis, the
latter simply makes it more convenient. Never-
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the proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on an application of
the central limit theorem (CLT) to quantify the limiting behavior of z(d). However, the random variables zi ,
i = 1, . . . , d, are not necessarily identically distributed,
i.e., with the same mean and variance. Unlike the analysis by [Beyer et al., 1999, Aggarwal et al., 2001], we
thus need special conditions to ensure that the CLT
is applicable here. To this end, (1) provides a sufficient condition for Linderberg’s condition to be satisfied [Lindeberg, 1922]. A full proof of Theorem 2.1 is
provided in Appendix A.
Remark 2.2. Following the proof in Appendix A, condition (1) can be further weakened to either one of the
following conditions:


d→∞
∆4∞ (d)
−→
0
d+kx(d) −y (d) kkx(d) −z (d) k
o

 n 4
2
2
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∧
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(4)
or
∆4∞ (d)
y (d)
x(d)

have been derived without noise, i.e., from the ground
truth. This is expressed by Corollary 2.3.2. The proofs
of these results are provided in Appendix A.
Corollary 2.3. Let x = x1 , x2 , . . ., y = y1 , y2 , . . .
and z = z1 , z2 , . . . be three sequences of real numbers. Let nx = nx1 , nx2 , . . ., ny = ny1 , ny2 , . . ., and
nz = nz1 , nz2 , . . . be three sequences of jointly i.i.d.
symmetric continuous random variables with finite 4th
moment µ04 . Suppose further that supd∈N∗ ∆∞ (d) ≤ C
for some constant C > 0. Then the following two
statements are true.
1. If x(d) − z (d)
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where Fn is the cumulative distribution function of the
(marginal) random noise variable n. By making use of
Markov’s inequality, it can be straightforwardly shown
that (1) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (5). While these conditions are
less insightful than (1), condition (5) can e.g.be used

1

to easily show that it suffices that ∆∞ (d) = o d 4 in
the generic case that n is bounded. Nevertheless, in
the practical case that ∆∞ (d) is bounded, i.e., when
newly added dimensions are (eventually) at most as
discriminating as the former, condition (1) is trivially
satisfied. In Corollary 2.3 we will assume such bound,
as it allows for a convenient way to ‘symmetrize’ the
asymptotic growth conditions for this result.
Under the same setting as for Theorem 2.1, i.e., given a
query point x and two candidate neighbors y and z, we
can now study growth conditions on the signal—this
being how well we can discriminate between y and z
as the ground truth neighbors of x—under which the
signal ‘beats’ the noise in high dimensions and vice
versa. If the noise beats the signal, then the empirical neighborhood relations, i.e., those derived after
additive noise is introduced, thus from the observed
data, will be (nearly) completely random. This is expressed by Corollary 2.3.1 below. In the opposite case,
the signal beats the noise, and the empirical neighborhood relations will (likely) agree with those that would

d→∞



(d)
x(d) + nx
− y (d) − ny(d)
(d)
≤ x(d) + n(d)
− nz(d)
x −z

Remark 2.4. The following conclusions—which will
all be validated in Section 3—can now be made.

has
1. ∆2 (d) := max x(d) − y (d) , x(d) − z (d)
1
to grow at least as d 4 , otherwise neighbors will
 1be
come highly random. Indeed, if ∆2 (d) = o d 4 ,
then condition (5) in Remark 2.3 is satisfied, and
Corollary 2.3.1 becomes applicable (note that the
assumed bound supd∈N∗ ∆∞ (d) ≤ C is only required for Corollary 2.3.2, see also Appendix A).
2. Whereas the noise characteristics σ 2 and µ04 naturally have a direct effect on the usefulness of empirical neighbors for any fixed dimension d—as
can also be seen from (2)—under the conditions
of Corollary 2.3, their magnitude becomes negligible in limiting dimensions.
3. Even if the distances between the noise vectors are
dominant in the distances between the observed
data points, neighbors may become non-random,
i.e., representative for the ground truth neighbors.
E.g., if the random noise variable n is uniformly
distributed, then the expected
√ distances between
two noise vectors grows as d, whereas it is sufficient for the absolute differences
between ground
√
4
truth distances to grow as d +  for some  > 0
to ensure that the noise becomes unlikely to effect
neighbors in sufficiently high dimensions.
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The following example will prove to be very useful in
the experiments (Section 3).
Example 2.5. Let x = y be the sequences of all zeros.
Given α ∈ R>2 ∪ {∞}, we define the sequence of reals
z(α) = z1 (α), z2 (α), . . ., by letting for d ∈ N∗ ,
(
1
√
if α ∈ R>2 ;
α
d
zd (α) :=
1
if α = ∞.
Observe that we have ∆∞ (d) = z (d) (α) ∞ = 1 for
all d ∈ N∗ . We furthermore find that for α ∈ R>2 ,
2
z (d) (α) defines a hyperharmonic series, which for
large d ∈ N∗ can be approximated as
z (d) (α)

2

=

d
X

1
√
α
k2

k=1
d→∞

Z

∼

d

x

2
−a


dx =

1

α
α−2




2
d1− α − 1 ,
(6)

2

2

i.e., z (d) (α) grows as d1− α . With by convention
1
∞ = 0, this holds for α = ∞ as well. Naturally, in
any dimension y is always closer to x than z is. Due
to Corollary 2.3, the probability that this remains true
under noise in high dimensions satisfies

(d)
− n(d)
P x(d) + n(d)
x −y
y

(d)
(d)
(d)
≤ x + nx − z − n(d)
z

1

α < 4;

2
d→∞
1
−→
q
 α > 4;


2
Φ
α = 4.
0
4
µ4 +3σ

The last limit can be found through (6) by adapting the
proof of Corollary 2.3.2 in Appendix A.
In the following section, we discuss how our obtained
results can now be used to derive more general results
for larger data sets X, i.e., consisting of more than
three points x, y, and z.
2.2

Randomness in neighbors for data sets of
arbitrary sizes

In the previous section we restricted to the particular scenario where we have three given points x, y,
and z. Naturally, we can also study the effectiveness
of deriving neighborhood relations in a data set X of
arbitrary size under the effect of noise in high dimensions. The reason for this is that in practice, we deal
with a finite number of data points. Therefore, more
general mathematical results on preserving neighbors
under noise may often be derived directly from the
results presented in Section 2.1.

One such example is as follows, providing sufficient
growth conditions on the ground truth diameter for
the noise to cause neighboring relations to become random, or thus necessary conditions for the noise not
to cause this (which is what we want to achieve in
practice). The idea here is that when for every point
x ∈ X, if its true furthest neighbor becomes closer
to it than its true closest neighbor—according to the
empirical noisy data—is completely random, i.e., this
occurs with probability 21 , then one can essentially not
effectively work with the high-dimensional neighbors.
Theorem 2.6. Let X = v1 , v2 , . . . be a sequence
of column vectors, for which vd ∈ Rn , n ∈ N∗ ,
and denote by X (d) the matrix in Rn×d composed of
the first d vectors vd in order. For d ∈ N∗ , and
i = 1, . . . , n, we identify the i-th row of the ma(d)
trix X (d) with the point xi ∈ X (d) . Let furthermore {ni = ni1 , ni2 , . . .}i∈{1,...,n} be a collection of
jointly i.i.d. symmetric continuous random variables
with finite 4th moment. For d ∈ N∗ and each point
(d)
(d)
xi ∈ X (d) , let xi,min denote the closest neighbor of
(d)

(d)

(d)

xi in X (d) , xi,max the furthest neighbor of xi in
X (d) , and ∆2 (d) := maxx,y∈X (d) kx − yk the diame 1
ter of X (d) . If ∆2 (d) = o d 4 , then

sup P
i=1,...,n

(d)

xi

(d)

+ ni
(d)

≤ xi

(d)

− xi,max − n
(d)

+ ni

(d)

(d)
(d)

xi,max
(d)

− xi,min − n

(d)
xi,min



d→∞

−→

1
.
2

Proof. Corollary 2.3.1 is valid for every triple of rows
in X (see also Remark 2.4.1). Hence, the result follows
from the fact that there are only finitely many such
(d)
(d)
triples (note that the row indices of xi,min and xi,max
in X (d) are allowed to vary with d).
Theorem 2.6 essentially states the conditions we must
avoid for any practical application that relies on the
distances between data observations. Conversely, the
conditions we should aim for are generally more dependant on the application of interest. Indeed, for
many practical purposes it may not be important to
preserve all neighborhood relations in the data. E.g.,
in clustering it may not be necessary to preserve them
within the same cluster, but rather between clusters.
Different clustering linkage criteria may also lead to
different conditions that need to be satisfied. Hence—
although conditions for such cases may be derived from
Corollary 2.3.2—we will not claim one such generally
applicable result. Nevertheless, the consensus remains
that to overcome the impact of the extra noise, adding
extra dimensions should ideally be accompanied with
adding sufficient information to discriminate between
important neighbors according to the ground truth.
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3

Experimental results

In this section, we will conduct experiments that aim
to increase ones understanding and intuition about
working with high-dimensional noisy distances. First,
Section 3.1 will be devoted to empirical validation of
our theoretical results. Section 3.2 will be devoted to
linking the performance of common dimensionality
reduction methods to randomness of neighborhood
relations.
All code for this project is available
on
https://dropbox.com/sh/cmt6d7qbug7eo6i/
AACJpNkCPlRH46YUmrbl5R1Ba?dl=0.
3.1

z, where x = y, and z = z(α) controls the growth rate
as determined by α in Example 2.5. We sampled noise
using a uniform distribution n ∼ U[−1.25, 1.25]. A relatively high magnitude of noise is chosen here to better

Validation of the theoretical results

Validation of Theorem 2.1 We constructed three
sets of three sequences x, y, and z containing up to
10 000 dimensions. For each set, we let x = y = 0. z
is used to control ground truth distance growth rates,
here measured through the l2 and l∞ norm, as follows.
1. l2 bounded, l∞ bounded: z = (1, 0, . . . , 0).
2. l2 unbounded, l∞ bounded: z = (1, 1, . . . , 1).
1
3. l2 unbounded, l∞ unbounded: zd = d 4 −0.01 .
Then for each sequence and in each dimension we
added uniform noise n ∼ U[−0.75, 0.75],1 for which
2
4
σ 2 = 0.75
and µ04 = 0.75
3
5 . The setup for this experiment is illustrated by Figure 2. Since n is bounded
in each dimension, Theorem 2.1 should be applicable to all three cases (see also Remark 2.2). More
precisely, for sufficiently large d we should find that
approx.
y(d) := z(d)−µ(z(d))
∼ N (0, 1), where z(d) is as deσ(z(d))
fined in (3), and µ (z(d)) is the negative nominator and
σ (z(d)) the denominator of ζ (d) (µ04 , σ, x, y, z) in (2).
We verified this through 5000 samples of y(d) for each
of the three ground truth growth rates and various
dimension d chosen from a log-scale (replicating the
noise outcomes). We used the Shapiro–Wilk test to assess normality. The results are shown in Figure 3, confirming that Theorem 2.1 is indeed applicable to all of
the considered growth rates. Since the Shapiro–Wilk
test is developed to asses normality, but not standard
normality, Figures 4 shows normality plots of y(10 000)
for d = 2 for the second set of sequences, confirming
the correctness of our calculations.

Figure 2: The experiment setup visualized in 2D. We
have three points x = y and z, where z controls the
true discrimination growth rate. Theorem 2.1 quantifies how likely x will remain closer to y than to z when
corrupted by noise in high dimensions, here illustrated
by the displacements in red, for various growth rates.

Figure 3: Shapiro–Wilk test statistics to assess normality of y(d) for the various growth rates determined
by z, according to the data dimension d. The convergence of the curves to 1 agrees that Theorem 2.1 is
applicable to all of the growth rates, and thus allows us
to quantify the randomness of neighborhood relations
between x, y, and z caused by noise.

Validation of Corollary 2.3 We will use Example
2.5 to assess the existence of an exact growth rate of
the true discrimination between neighbors for which
empirical neighbors become random or not. For this,
we considered various sets of three sequences x, y, and
1
We empirically validated all results in this section for
Gaussian distributions as well. Note that exact the type of
distribution does not matter, as long as the conditions for
the theoretical result of interest are met.

Figure 4: Density plot and Q-Q plot of y(10 000) (empirical) compared to the standard normal distribution.
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illustrate that 0 < Φ4 := Φ

q

2
µ04 +3σ 4



< 1 (for α 6= 4

the magnitude will not matter in the limit). The setup
of this experiment is again visualized by Figure 2. We
used 5000 noise replicates to approximate a variety of
expected values and probabilities for different growth
rates determined by α ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ∞}. These are
illustrated on Figure 5, and defined as follows.
1. The expected distance between two noise vectors,
compared to the ground truth diameter growth
rates, i.e., of kzk (Figure 5, Left).
2. The expected relative contrast (Figure 5, Middle)
[Aggarwal et al., 2001]:
maxp,q∈{x,y,z} kp + np − q − nq k
− 1.
minp,q∈{x,y,z} kp + np − q − nq k
A relative contrast near 0 indicates distance concentration (discussed in Section 1).
3. The probability (Figure 5, Right)
P (kx + nx − y − ny k ≤ kx + nx − z − nz k) .
First, we observe that the distances between the noise
vectors is expected to become indefinitely larger than
the distances between the ground truth points for
α < ∞ (Figure 5, Left). Hence, we would anticipate the distances between the noise vectors to play
a dominant role in the observed empirical distances
for the corresponding growth rates. Second, we observe that also for all considered growth rates determined by α < ∞, the expected relative contrast converges to 0 (Figure 5, Middle). This means that in

Figure 5: (Left) The expected growth rate of the
distance between two noise vectors compared to the
ground truth model diameter growth rates determined by α. (Middle) The expected relative contrast converges to 0 for all considered values α < ∞,
meaning that the two closest points are expected to
be relatively as distant to each other as the two
furthest points. (Right) The limiting behavior of
P (kx + nx − y − ny k ≤ kx + nx − z − nz k). Under
noise in high dimensions, neighbors will be inferred effectively for α > 4, i.e., empirical neighbors will likely
be true, whereas for α < 4, they become meaningless.

sufficiently high dimensions, the two closest points are
expected to be relatively as distant to each other as
the two furthest points. If one would interpret this
as neighborhood queries to become meaningless and
unstable—as argued by [Beyer et al., 1999, Aggarwal
et al., 2001]—according to our view discussed in Section 1, this should result in a lot of randomness in the
chosen closest neighbor of the noisy observation representing x in the high-dimensional space for all considered α ∈ {2, . . . , 6}. However, as discussed Example
2.5, this will not be the case whenever α > 4, as x will
be very likely to correctly choose y as its neighbor even
when this decision is affected by noise in high dimensions. This is confirmed by the empirical probabilities
(Figure 5, Right), which furthermore agree with all
limits obtained in Example 2.5 from Corollary 2.3.
3.2

Dimensionality reduction with random
neighbors

As also discussed in Section 1, dimensionality reductions are commonly applied for preprocessing highdimensional data corrupted by noise. The obtained
distances in the lower-dimensional space are then assumed to be more effective for inference and machine
learning. This raises the question whether dimensionality reductions can naturally accommodate for the effect of noise on high-dimensional neighboring relations.
To investigate this, consider a ground truth data set X
of n evenly spaced points on the line segment L from
the origin to z (d) in Rd , where z = z(α) is as defined
in Example 2.5 by fixing some α ∈ R>2 ∪ {∞} (Figure
6, Left). Since these points are evenly spaced on L,
the growth rate of all squared distances (and the differences between them) will be identical to the growth
rate of kz (d) k2 , up to some constant factor depending
on the fixed ground truth ordering of the considered
points. Thus, from Corollary 2.3 we find that under
the effect of noise in high dimensions, all empirical
neighbors will become random for α < 4, and all empirical neighbors will likely be truthful for α > 4.
For a 1D-dimensionality reduction method f , we can
now study how well f is able to recover neighboring
relations of X from X + N , with N a random noise
matrix. For this, we look at the correlation between
the ordering of points on X and on f (X + N ) (Figure 6). Furthermore, we investigate this for six different dimensionality reduction methods that are commonly used for noise or feature size reduction prior
to visualization, (topological) inference, or clustering:
PCA [Wold et al., 1987, Van der Maaten and Hinton, 2008, Street et al., 2018, Cannoodt et al., 2016],
UMAP [McInnes et al., 2018], diffusion maps [Coifman and Lafon, 2006, Vandaele et al., 2020, Cannoodt
et al., 2016], robust PCA [Candès et al., 2011] (a
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variant of PCA that assumes the data is composed
in a low-rank component X and a sparse noise component N ), a basic autoencoder [Kramer, 1991, Vincent et al., 2010] with 5 hidden layers and tanh activation, and Isomap [Tenenbaum et al., 2000]. We
evaluated their performances for n = 25 points, up
to d = 10 000 dimensions, growth rates determined
by α ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ∞}, and averaged over 100 noise
replicates from n ∼ U[−1.25, 1.25] per dimension. The
autoencoder was built in Python. Other models ran
under standard settings in R (with 10 neighbors instead of 50 for Isomap). Figure 7 shows the results.
We consistently observe that the performances increase by dimension for α > 4, and decrease for α < 4.
Following the previous results (Figure 5, Right), this
thus provides empirical evidence that the performance
of these common dimensionality reduction methods
is directly affected by whether noise causes randomness in high-dimensional neighborhood relations or
not, thus suggesting that they themselves may be susceptible to the noise they aim to reduce. These observations are only contradicted by the autoencoder,

which showed convergence issues for larger dimensions.
Finally, the case α = 4 deserves special interest. Since
in a practical setting additional distributional conditions of X will likely result in some non-extreme degree of randomness in the empirical neighborhood relations, we observe that this may be reflected in the
performance of dimensionality reductions as well.
Note that while these results are unfavorable for dimensionality reductions, we merely focused on one
small artificial data set. We empirically observed
that for larger data sets, we also required larger dimensions to confirm the same limiting behavior of
the dimensionality reduction performances for α < 4.
Thus, in practice—and as common in machine learning applications—having more data can resolve much
of the issues caused by noise. Intuitively, the dimension at which we are unable to effectively recover the
model gets delayed for larger data sizes. This may
explain why dimensionality reductions still often effectively reduce the effect of noise in high-dimensional
data for practical applications, and facilitate consecutive learning and inference. Our results thus encourage
further theoretical and practical research into characterizing and understanding the connections between
our concept of meaningfulness of distances, and the
performance of dimensionality reduction methods.

4

Figure 6: (Left) n = 25 ground truth points, which
make up X, are evenly spaced on a linear model
L ⊆ Rd . (Middle) Rather than observing X, we observe X + N for a random noise matrix N . (Right) A
1-dimensional PCA dimensionality reduction aims to
retrieve the true ordering of the points on L.

Figure 7: The performance of six common dimensionality reduction methods for recovering the ground
truth ordering of the points on L under the effect of
noise, by dimension and growth rate.

Discussion and conclusion

Noise can be, but does not have to be, fatal when learning from high-dimensional data based on distances.
Although this is not a surprising fact, we provided
a first and exact mathematical characterization when
such distances become (un)informative under noise.
Furthermore, we found that our concept of meaningfulness of distances, i.e., when they are informative for
the ground truth, is fundamentally different from distance concentration, and suggests direct connections
to the ability of dimensionality reductions to recover
the data model. Although we focused on small artificial data sets to validate the results in this (mainly
theoretical) paper, they are interesting nevertheless,
and encourage further foundational and practical research into learning from noisy high-dimensional data.
Unfortunately, the conditions for distances to be
meaningful will be difficult to assess in practice. For
example, one can easily derive from our results that
when many features are irrelevant to the model, neighborhood relations will become uninformative in the
presence of noise. In practice however, we may be
unsure whether any features are irrelevant at all. How
algorithms may actually benefit from the results presented in this paper, is open to further research. Nevertheless, there is an abundance of high-dimensional
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data where we cannot effectively recover the structure
due to noise, leading to poor subsequent model inference, such as in biological single-cell data analysis. We
argue that better understanding the behavior of distances in noisy high-dimensional data—for which we
provided, illustrated, and validated theoretical results
in this paper—is imperative for one to be able to design better computational methods for their analysis.
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A

Theorems and proofs

We have

This appendix contains the mathematical proofs of
the results presented in the main paper. First, we
require the following lemma that states that convergence in probability of continuous random variables
implies uniform convergence in the cumulative distribution functions.
Lemma A.1. Let x1 , x2 , . . ., be a sequence of random
n→∞
variables for which xn −→ p x for some continuous
random variable x. Then
lim sup |P (xn ≤ t) − P (x ≤ t)| = 0.

n→∞ t∈R

so that

2
E r2xi ,yi = Var (rxi ,yi ) + E (rxi ,yi ) = 2σ 2 + δi2 (x, y),
and thus
E(zi ) = δi2 (x, y) − δi2 (x, z).
Since Cov(x, y) = E(xy) − E(x)E(y) for random variables x, y, by symmetry and the fact that nxi and nyi
are independent and E(n2k+1
) = 0 for k ∈ N, we have
xi



2
2
Var rxi ,yi = 2Var nxi − 8Cov n2xi , nxi nyi
+ 4Var(nxi nyi ) + 8δi2 (x, y)Var(nxi )

2
2 
+ 4E n2xi
= 2 µ04 − E n2xi

n→∞

Proof. By assumption, Fxn (t) = P (xn ≤ t) −→ p
P (x ≤ t) = Fx (t) for every continuity point t of Fx ,
and thus every t ∈ R. Hence, it suffices to show that
this convergence is uniform. Being a bounded, monotonically increasing, continuous function, Fx itself is
uniformly continuous on R. Since limt→−∞ Fx (t) = 0,
and limt→+∞ Fx (t) = 1, for any , we can thus find
t1 < t2 < . . . < tk−1 < tk ,

+ 8σ 2 δi2 (x, y)
= 2µ04 + 2σ 4 + 8σ 2 δi2 (x, y)
and analogously

Cov r2xi ,yi , r2xi ,zi

= Var n2xi

such that Fx (ti ) − Fx (ti−1 ) ≤ , i = 2, . . . , k, Fx (t1 ) ≤
, Fx (tk ) ≥ 1 − . Now assume n is sufficiently large
such that |Fxn (ti ) − Fx (ti )| ≤  for all i = 1, . . . , k,
and arbitrarily take t ∈ R. There now exists ti , i =
0, . . . , k, such that t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ], where by convention
t0 = −∞, Fx (t0 ) = 0, and tk+1 = +∞, Fx (tk+1 ) = 1.
We then have

− 4Cov n2xi , nxi nyi

− 4 (δi (x, y) + δi (x, z)) Cov(nxi nyi , nxi )
+ 4δi (x, y)δi (x, z)Var(nxi )
2
= µ04 − E n2xi + 4σ 2 δi (x, y)δi (x, z)
= µ04 − σ 4 + 4σ 2 δi (x, y)δi (x, z).
It thus holds that

+ |Fx (ti ) − Fx (t)|

Var(zi )

≤ |Fxn (ti+1 ) − Fxn (ti )| + 2
+ |Fx (ti+1 ) − Fx (ti )|



= Var r2xi ,yi + Var r2xi ,zi

− 2Cov r2xi ,yi , r2xi ,zi

+ |Fx (ti ) − Fxn (ti )| + 2

= 2µ04 + 6σ 4

≤ |Fxn (ti+1 ) − Fx (ti+1 )|

≤ 5.


+ 8σ 2 δi2 (x, y) + δi2 (x, z) − δi (x, y)δi (x, z) .

This shows that Fxn converges uniformly to Fx .

We conclude that

We are now ready to provide the proof leading to the
principal results in the main paper.

µ (z(d)) =

Proof of Theorem 2.1. For i ∈ N∗ , denote δi (x, y) :=
xi − yi and δi (x, z) := xi − zi . For each d ∈ N∗ , we
have

and

d
X

E(zi ) = x(d) − y (d)

2

− x(d) − z (d)

2

,

i=1

σ 2 (z(d)) =

d
X

Var(zi )

i=1

z(d)
2

(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
:= n(d)
−y
− nx − nz + x
−z
x − ny + x

2 
2 

i=1



+ 4Cov(nxi nyi , nxi nzi )

+ |Fxn (ti ) − Fx (ti )|

=



+ 2 (δi (x, y) + δi (x, z)) Cov n2xi , nxi

|Fxn (t) − Fx (t)| ≤ |Fxn (t) − Fxn (ti )|

d
X

Var (rxi ,yi ) = 2σ 2 ,

E (rxi ,yi ) = δi (x, y),

2




 
nx − ny + δi (x, y) − nx − nz + δi (x, z)  .
i
i
| i
| i
{z
}
{z
} 
=:rx ,y
i i

|

=:rx ,z
i i

{z

=:zi

}


= 2d µ04 + 3σ 4

2
+ 8σ
x(d) − y (d)
D

(d)

− x

2

+ x(d) − z (d)

−y

(d)

(d)

,x

−z

(d)

2

E
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Observe that for every i, k, l ∈ N∗ , we have

Also observe that
2

x(d) − y (d) + x(d) − z (d)
D
E
− x(d) − y (d) , x(d) − z (d)
2

≥ x(d) − y (d)

2

+ x(d) − z (d)

2

− x(d) − y (d) x(d) − z (d)
2

= x(d) − y (d) − x(d) − z (d)

≥ x

−y

(d)

= 0.
Again, due to symmetry, we thus have
E

x(d) − z (d)

+ x(d) − y (d)
(d)



nlyi 1Aei,
E n2k+1
xi


= E n2k+1
E nlyi
xi

 

l
c
c
E
n
1
− E n2k+1
1
e i, )
yi (A
xi
(Aei, )

x

(d)

−z

(d)



r2xi ,yi − r2xi ,zi



1Aei,




 
e i, .
= δi2 (x, y) − δi2 (x, z) P A

,

which is used for Remark 2.2 in the main paper. Now
for  > 0, let
Ai, := {(nxi , nyi , nzi ) : |zi − E(zi )| > σ (z(d))} ,
and


s
1 

2
Cd () :−
 36∆∞ (d) + 24σ (z(d)) − 6∆∞ (d) .
|
{z
}
12

Furthermore, we have






E r4xi ,yi 1Aei, = 2E n4xi 1Aei, + 6E n2xi n2yi 1Aei,


+ 12δi2 (x, y)E n2xi 1Aei,


e i, ,
+ δi (x, y)4 P A
and

=:D



r2xi ,yi r2xi ,zi 1Aei,




= E n4xi 1Aei, + 3E n2xi n2yi 1Aei,


2
+ 2 (δi (x, y) + δi (x, z)) E n2xi 1Aei,


e i, .
+ δi (x, y)2 δi (x, z)2 P A


E

q

For any  > 0 and M ≥ 6 , by (1), we find that for
d sufficiently large
√
6 p
24 − M
Cd () ≥
σ (z(d))
(7)
√
√ 12 √
6 p
2 6 − 6 p
σ (z(d)) =
σ (z(d)),
≥
12
12
(8)
so that in particular limd→∞ Cd () = +∞. If now
max{|nxi |, |nyi |, |nzi |} ≤ Cd (),
we find that for i = 1, . . . , d,
|zi − E(zi )|
≤ |nyi |2 + |nzi |2 + 2|nxi ||nyi | + 2|nxi ||nzi |
+ 2(|nxi | + |nyi | + |nzi |)∆∞ (d)
≤ 6Cd ()2 + 6∆∞ (d)Cd ()
√ 
1 
≤
72∆2∞ (d) + 24σ (z(d)) − 12∆∞ (d) D
24

√
1
+
∆∞ (d) D − 6∆2∞ (d)
2
= σ (z(d)) .
This shows that
Ai, ⊆ {(nxi , nyi , nzi ) : max{|nxi |, |nyi |, |nzi |} > Cd ()}
e i, .
=: A

Putting things together, we have

E (zi − E(zi ))2 1Ai,


≤ E zi − E(zi ))2 1Aei,


2
= E r2xi ,yi − r2xi ,zi 1Aei,



− 2E(xi )E r2xi ,yi − r2xi ,zi 1Aei,


e i,
+ E(zi )2 P A




= E r4xi ,yi 1Aei, + E r4xi ,zi 1Aei,



− 2E r2xi ,yi r2xi ,zi 1Aei,



e i, E(zi ) − 2 δ 2 (x, y) − δ 2 (x, z)
+ E(zi )P A
i
i




= 2E n4xi 1Aei, + 6E n2xi n2yi 1Aei,

+ 8 δi2 (x, y) + δi2 (x, z) − δi (x, y)δi (x, z)


× E n2xi 1Aei,


e i, .
+ δi2 (x, y)δi2 (x, z)P A
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Now since for each j, k, l ∈ N, it holds that


2k 2l
E n2j
n
n
1
e
xi yi zi Ai,




2k
2l
≤ E n2j
xi 1|nxi |>Cd () E nyi E nzi




2l
+ E n2k
1
E n2j
|n
|>C
()
yi
xi E nzi
yi
d




2j
2k
+ E n2l
zi 1|nzi |>Cd () E nxi E nyi ,
we find that

E (zi − E(zi ))2 1Ai,


≤ 2E n4xi 1|nxi |>Cd ()

Finally, we have that
d

X
1
d→∞
Mi P (|nxi | > Cd ()) −→ 0.
2
σ (z(d)) i=1
Indeed, given the observation above, it suffices to show
that
Pd
δ 2 (x, y)δi2 (x, z) d→∞
−→ 0.
P (|nx1 | > Cd ()) i=1 i 2
σ (z(d))
Using Markov’s inequality, (1), and (7), this follows
from the fact that for d sufficiently large

+ 4µ04 P (|nxi | > Cd ())


+ 12σ 2 E n2xi 1|nxi |>Cd ()

Pd

E (|nx1 |) d∆4∞ (d)
Cd ()σ 2 (z(d))
12E (|nx1 |) d∆4∞ (d) d→∞
≤
−→ 0.
√
5
6σ 2 (z(d))

+ 6σ 4 P (|nxi | > Cd ())

≤


+ 8 δi2 (x, y) + δi2 (x, z) − δi (x, y)δi (x, z)
 


× E n2xi 1|nxi |>Cd () +2σ 2 P (|nxi | > Cd ())
+ 3δi2 (x, y)δi2 (x, z)P (|nxi | > Cd ())




≤ 2E n4xi 1|nxi |>Cd () + 12σ 2 E n2xi 1|nxi |>Cd ()

+ 8 δi2 (x, y) + δi2 (x, z) − δi (x, y)δi (x, z)


× E n2xi 1|nxi |>Cd ()


+ 4µ04 + 6σ 4 + 16 max 1, σ 2 Mi
× P (|nxi | > Cd ()) ,

We conclude that
lim

d→∞ σ 2

z(d) − µ (z(d)) d→∞
−→ p N (0, 1).
σ (z(d))

− δi (x, y)δi (x, z)

Summing over i = 1, . . . , d, we find that
d


X
1
4
E
n
1
|n
|>C
()
x
x
d
i
i
σ 2 (z(d)) i=1


dE n4x1 1|nx |>Cd () d→∞
1
≤
−→ 0,
σ 2 (2d(µ04 + 3σ 4 ))


1
E (zi − E(zi ))2 1Ai, = 0,
(z(d))

and this for every  > 0. Hence, Linderberg’s condition
is satisfied, so that we may apply the central limit
theorem to z(d), i.e.,

where
Mi := δi2 (x, y) + δi2 (x, z)
+ δi2 (x, y)δi2 (x, z).

2
2
(x, z)
i=1 δi (x, y)δ
i
2
(d)
σ z

P (|nx1 | > Cd ())

Hence, from Lemma A.1, we find that


µ (z(d))
lim P (z(d) ≤ 0) − Φ −
d→∞
σ (z(d))


z(d) − µ (z(d))
µ (z(d))
= lim P
≤−
d→∞
σ (z(d))
σ (z(d))


µ (z(d))
−Φ −
= 0,
σ (z(d))

d→∞

since µ04 is finite and Cd () −→ +∞. Analogously, we
have
d


X
1
d→∞
E n2xi 1|nxi |>Cd () −→ 0.
2
σ (z(d)) i=1
We also have
d
X

1
δi2 (x, y) + δi2 (x, z) − δi (x, y)δi (x, z)
2
σ (z(d)) i=1


× E n2xi 1|nxi |>Cd ()

1  2
d→∞
E nx1 1|nx |>Cd () −→ 0.
≤
2
1
8σ

which concludes the proof.
Theorem 2.1 can now be used to easily derive Corollary
2.3 as follows.
Proof of Corollary 2.3. 1. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1.
2. By assumption, it holds that
d


x(d) −

2
z (d)

− x(d) −

d→∞


2 2
y (d)

−→ 0.
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Furthermore, we have
2

2

kx(d) −y(d)k +kx(d) −z(d) k −hx(d) −y(d),x(d) −z(d) i
2
2 2
kx(d) −z(d) k −kx(d) −y(d) k
2
x(d) − y (d) + x(d) − z (d)
≤
2
x(d) − z (d) − x(d) − y (d)
2
× x(d) − z (d) + x(d) − y (d)
1
=
2 .
(d)
(d)
− x(d) − y (d)
x −z

0≤

Now choose any M > 0. We know that for d
sufficiently large
x(d) − z (d) − x(d) − y (d)
2

x(d) − z (d) − x(d) − y (d)
=
x(d) − z (d) + x(d) − y (d)
√
2M C d
√ ≥ M,
≥
2∆∞ (d) d
d→∞

2

1
2 −→ 0. Hence,
(kx(d) −z(d) k−kx(d) −y(d) k)

d→∞
ζ (d) µ04 , σ, x(d) , y (d) , z (d) −→ ∞. The result
now follows from Theorem 2.1.

so that

